
Why do Americans feel like elections can be integrity-compromised or stolen? Precisely because of quiet, sneaky bills like this one, 
that enter without copious public awareness, discussed secretively during lockdown times, and changing the language of the 
Constitution. Indeed, it would serve largely benefit only a single voting party. 

Voting is a SOBER activity for the studied and the prepared; for those who live with the repercussions of the decisions made by their 
votes. It is not equal to an "impulse" decision, such as where to go for dinner (not that restaurants are open for such choices!). 
Same-day registration creates areas of concern:  
-Impulse decision-makers are dangerous. Uninformed voters are dangerous. By the way, we already suffer from the uninformed 
voter who votes too early, as can be done here in Oregon. 
-Voters who seek the endless free and low-cost benefits promised by those running for office don't have time to study where that 
money would come from. The Instant Gratification and Entitlement Culture we've become then deconstructs our economy, increases 
our tax burden, and defunds other programs as a result.  
-Those not invested in Oregon, or those arriving into residency too soon ahead of an election don't have awareness or ownership of 
the political climate or investment in the issues (let those who miss the cutoff vote next election for which they are eligible)
-How will Oregon have the ability to recognize who has the intent of malice (i.e., changes their state of residence multiple times, 
potentially voting where ID is not required, so that they manipulate/defraud state elections? 
-What is the taxpayer spend required to responsibly verify all that would be necessary on "same day" notice, or does it matter? 
-Election DAY should remain a DAY, not a week/month post-election, while results have a better chance of being manipulated. If we 
can determine who won the largest PowerBall in the country instantly, it shouldn't take a month to verify election DAY winners. Same
-Day Registration would only push election DAY into something longer. 
-There are sufficient protocols in place to make Voting a formal, sober, and responsible act for a majority of taxpayers. Same Day 
registration tailors itself to lazy, last-minute, impulsive or even manipulative moves, rather than planned recognition of the right and 
privilege of voting. 

There is no logical reason for same day voter registration that has been expressed. Liberal, Local Media has not covered this Bill. 
RED FLAG. 


